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In cooperation with the Lebanese University and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, La 
Maison du Futur organized a conference entitled “Crossing to the State of Law” 
on March 9, 2017 at the Lebanese University Central Administration. This 
conference comes as part of the quest to build the State of Law in Lebanon and 
insure the transition from the sectarian political system with its consensual 
democracy hybrid formula often leading to the paralysis of constitutional 
institutions and the abolition of the notions of majority and opposition, to a fully-
fledged democracy. This conference was indeed an opportunity to discuss all the 
constitutional and legal obstacles that made this objective out of reach. It also 
aimed at highlighting the negative role played by regional powers in building the 
State of Law through the geopolitical challenges it poses to Lebanon. An elite of 
decision makers, constitutional and legal experts as well as scholars and 
intellectuals participated in this conference. 

President Amine Gemayel inaugurated the conference, and expressed his sincere 
appreciation to the President of the Lebanese University Fouad Ayoub for 
sponsoring this event. He hoped that this conference would be a first step in paving 
the way to establishing the State of Law, especially in light of the pioneering role 
that should be carried out by the Lebanese University. President Gemayel said: 
“We want this conference to adopt a scientific approach, allowing us to reach a set 
of recommendations that would constitute a first step in the process of building the 
State of Law.” Gemayel voiced his simple joy to visit this academic edifice, 
shedding light on his contribution as MP and President to its prosperity. He spoke 
about his commitment even before being elected President, to promoting the 
decentralization of the University through establishing branches in all regions. The 
first expansion project saw the light with the Faculty of Law in Jal el Dib district. 
During his presidential mandate, the big achievement was the establishment of 



applied faculties, the Faculty of Medicine, the Faculty of Dentistry and the Faculty 
of Engineering, considered currently amongst the most important faculties in their 
respective fields. Gemayel added: “Building these faculties during the war was 
worth the risk, due to the positive impact they have had on the academic and social 
levels. At that time, faculties of applied sciences were only available in private 
universities, and establishing them within the Lebanese University was indeed a 
social revolution. All Lebanese social classes had these higher education services 
at their fingertips.” 

Gemayel said: “I will not anticipate the discussions on the theme of today’s 
conference, especially with the presence of constitutional, legal and academic elite; 
yet allow me to stress that the cornerstone of the State of Law is the Parliament, 
mother of all institutions. This leads me to wonder whether this institution is 
nowadays in real danger and marginalized which further undermines the march 
towards forging the State of Law.” President Gemayel raised his concerns over the 
Parliament saying that with the extension of its mandate, this institution lost its 
purpose and became shadowed by the Executive Power. The Cabinet acts as a 
mini-Chamber where all the legislations are plotted, transforming the Parliament 
into a mere false witness who approves laws it does not support. Gemayel said he 
understands the hardship the Speaker of the Parliament Nabih Berri is 
experiencing, and gave as examples the salary scale  that was left to the Parliament 
to deal with; the landlord-tenant law that was adopted from one side and crippled 
from the other with no executive decrees being issued to establish a compensation 
fund for small tenants, in addition to the electoral law that is still debated because 
all parties are searching for a “tailor made” law which will make the Parliament 
lose its role as a representative council. He added: “We are concerned about the 
Parliament and the Democratic Parliamentary System in Lebanon. [Our political 
system] became similar to the loya Jirga adopted in Afghanistan that sets the path 
the country shall take, which is very concerning.” Emphasizing the pioneering role 
that the Lebanese University should carry out in rectifying the course of the 
political and legislative activity, Gemayel stressed also on its duty to meet the 
needs of this era through establishing faculties specialized in oil and gas, in 
addition to faculties of informatics, calling the relevant stakeholders to take 
advantage of the Lebanese human resources and attract them. President Gemayel 
concluded by paying tribute to the cooperation between the Lebanese University 



and research centres similar to Maison du Futur, that act as intellectual 
observatories to analyse the present and foresee the future . This will provide 
decision makers with visions and strategies, clarify the possible options, and 
rationalize the process of choosing the most suitable one. He finally hoped that the 
Lebanese University would remain a university for all the Lebanese society’s 
religious communities, and that it would be the starting point for saving Lebanon 
and allowing our country to cross to the State of Law. 

The President of the Lebanese University Professor Fouad Ayoub took the floor 
and said: “We are honoured to have the Lebanese University involved in the 
discussion of sensitive national topics, and participating to the political, social and 
economic reform in Lebanon.” He added that the the concept of “State of Law” 
determines the general legal frameworks of the State and is built upon basic factors 
and prerequisites that countries  seeking to establish the State of Law should 
respect, even in the simplest national legislations. Judicial surveillance and an 
independent judiciary are the nucleus of the State of Law that requires social 
justice and equity as well as the adoption of the principle of equal opportunities. 
This gives confidence to the citizen in order for him to build his citizenship. The 
Lebanese University has a deep-rooted role in crossing to the State of Law, be it 
through teaching law or through organizing legal conferences on this topic. Ayoub 
stated that the human rights discipline was introduced in all faculties of the 
Lebanese University, not only in the Faculty of Law. 

Under the title “Constitutional and Legal obstacles to the State of Law”, the 
first session was inaugurated by Antoine Atallah, Dean of the Doctoral School in 
the Faculty of Law and Political and Administrative Sciences, who presented the 
speakers: Former President of the Higher Judiciary Council Ghaleb Ghanem, the 
President of the Constitutional Council Issam Sleiman and Former Minister Ziad 
Baroud. 
 
Doctor Ghaleb Ghanem started his intervention by saying that he will shed light on 
the debated topic through the following three questions: 
 

1- Is the formula of sharing power between spiritual communities the cause of 
the system’s crisis and the paralysis of institutions? 



2- Do the President of the Republic and the Prime Minister have a discretionary 
authority in Cabinet formation, or are they shackled to the political game 
revealed by parliamentary consultations? 

3- What can be done should the parties forming the political majority refuse the 
representation of a specific religious community in the Cabinet, or should 
the Ministers representing a specific religious community resign, and who 
will replace them? 
 

Regarding the first question, from a constitutional perspective, Ghanem said that 
the Constitution amended by the Taef Agreement tried to distance itself from 
sectarianism and its negative impacts, promising to abolish it. The Constitution 
used a softer terminology for sectarianism that is “spiritual families”, and the 
majority of constitutional texts talking about sectarianism mention it in a pejorative 
context where it is considered the opposite of nationalism. 

Regarding the practical level, Ghanem disclaimed the accuracy of blaming all the 
issues of the Lebanese political system on sectarianism and the mutual coexistence 
formula between religious communities. He spoke about the geopolitical 
challenges that Lebanon faced and that were the cause behind the irregular political 
activity and the improper functioning of the institutions, and one of those 
challenges was the presence of foreign armed forces on the Lebanese territory. 
Ghanem differentiated between the State of Law that means the State of strong 
institutions and the Rule of Law considered as the ultimate objective of the State of 
Law. He concluded this point by saying that the State of Law will never see the 
light unless the Lebanese people give priority to what is national over what is 
sectarian, so that the individual subordinates his religious affiliation to the political 
order of the nation-state. 

Answering the second question from a constitutional perspective, Ghanem said that 
the constitution dedicated articles 53 and 64 to the Cabinet formation. The first 
article determines the prerogatives of the President of the Republic while the 
second one details the prerogatives of the Prime Minister. He added that some 
constitutional amendments adopted in 1990 abolished the discretionary power that 
was given to the President in appointing and dismissing Ministers and naming the 
Prime Minister, linking instead the designation of the Prime Minister to the results 
of the binding parliamentary consultations, after deliberating with the Chamber 
Speaker. The amendments also stipulate the need to issue decrees to appoint the 



Cabinet and to accept the resignation of Ministers or their dismissal, in agreement 
between the President and the designated Prime Minister. 

From a practical perspective, Ghanem spoke about article J in the Constitution 
preamble according to which “There shall be no constitutional legitimacy for any 
authority which contradicts the pact of mutual coexistence”, and considered that it 
is used as a justification to avoid the literal application of constitutional texts. 
Ghanem mentioned some violations that either promote or curtail the role of the 
President of the Republic in appointing the Prime Minister, as when some 
members of Parliament delegate their power to nominate the Prime Minister to the 
President of the Republic or when the majority of MPs representing one religious 
community cluster around a specific person, which will lead to a conundrum 
should the President of the Republic decide not to designate this person. Ghanem 
concluded by saying that this political game exposed by parliamentary 
consultations and political as well as confessional agglomerations, plays a major 
role in limiting the prerogatives of the President and of the Government. 

In reference to the third question, and from a constitutional perspective, he said 
that according to the article C of the Constitution’s preamble, Lebanon is a 
Parliamentary Democratic Republic. The Constitution gives the parliamentary 
majority a say in the Cabinet formation through the MPs vote of confidence that 
the Cabinet should win.  Nevertheless, the Constitution in article J of the preamble 
stipulates a basic rule to be respected before the Cabinet formation, stating that 
“there shall be no constitutional legitimacy for any authority which contradicts the 
pact of mutual coexistence”. This rule undermines the right of the parliamentary 
majority to impose the Cabinet formation or to at least hindering its formation by 
abstaining from giving vote of confidence to the Cabinet.  

From a practical perspective, another “Lebanese wonder” of the political system is 
the concept of consensual democracy that was tailored for the pluralistic Lebanese 
society. Marginalizing a religious community is a violation of the rule of mutual 
coexistence; should this dilemma arise,  the President of the Republic shall play a 
unifying role, ensuring the enforcement of the Constitution, avoiding the society 
fragmentation and preventing any threat to the unity of the Nation.  



The President of the Constitutional Council Issam Suleiman started his 
intervention by talking about the legal obstacles that impede Lebanon from 
crossing to the State of Law. “To discuss this topic, we should start by defining the 
State of Law to know whether its founding principles prevail within the Lebanese 
State and its constitutional regime and to disclose the obstacles preventing the 
crossing to the promised State”. In reference to the State of Law founding 
principles, he firstly mentioned that the authority shall be exercised in accordance 
with the law, which determines its rise, powers and prerogatives within the 
framework of a hierarchical legal system headed by the Constitution. As a second 
feature, he specified the regularity of the constitutional institutions’ performance 
and that the people are in democratic systems the ultimate source of authority 
through free and fair elections allowing the voter to make an informed decision in 
choosing his representatives and to hold them accountable. He added that holding 
elections is not sufficient to have a democratic system, for we also need to protect 
freedoms and rights stipulated in constitutional texts, and to determine the 
prerogatives of different powers, in addition to ensuring the regularity of the 
constitutional institutions’ performance. 

In reference to whether we can describe Lebanon as a State of Law, Sleiman said 
that the Constitution and the National Pact governing Lebanon have taken into 
account pluralism in terms of their emphasis on a power-sharing system where all 
religious communities are represented. While the National Pact stressed on 
coexistence as a mean to achieve civil peace in a State where security, stability, 
and decent living are guaranteed for all citizens, the Constitution stipulates that 
Lebanon is a Parliamentary Democracy respecting and honouring the values, rules 
and regulations adopted by modern constitutional regimes. Yet at the same time, 
the Constitution has also imposed the participation of the different religious 
communities in power, initiating a problematic that usually doesn’t exist in 
Parliamentary systems. According to Sleiman, this combination caused confusion 
in formulating some of the Constitution’s provisions, which resulted in different 
interpretations reflecting diverse interests. Thus, the Constitution became “a point 
of view” especially in light of the absence of a constitutional reference entity to 
interpret the Constitution when needed. Sometimes this situation has caused the 
paralysis of the constitutional institutions and at other times a power vacuum. 



The participation of religious communities in decision-making was exploited to 
strengthen the power of these communities at the expense of public interest, which 
transformed religious communities into segregated groups. This situation has led to 
the firm rooting of confessional divisions and has increased the deficiency of 
constitutional institutions’ performance as well as the spread of a compounded and 
systematic corruption.  

In light of this pessimistic vision, Sleiman wondered whether it was possible for 
the Lebanese State to cross towards the State of law, asserting that this process 
requires a deep understanding of the principles of the Pact of mutual coexistence. 
The latter called for the participation of religious communities to the building of 
the desired State and did not consecrate the division of power amongst them. The 
participation principle has a national dimension and not a simple sectarian one, and 
the true democratic system shall be based on a Government representing the 
parliamentary majority, with an opposition ensured by a parliamentary minority 
monitoring the performance of the Cabinet. What is currently taking place in 
Lebanon, namely the formation of consensus governments including both the 
parliamentary majority and minority on the pretext of respecting the Pact, is a 
hybrid model that paralyses State institutions and threatens them to burst inward. 
He concluded by saying that overcoming this obstacle that is crippling our 
inclusive parliamentary system and preventing the State from crossing to the State 
of Law “requires plurality in religious communities’ representation” as it was the 
case before the Taef Agreement, in addition to finding a constitutional entity 
responsible of ensuring constitutional solutions that would prevent the paralysis of 
institutions as a result of political tensions. This reference entity could be 
represented by the President of the Republic, for modern parliamentary systems 
have given the President prerogatives used when necessary in order to regulate the 
work of institutions, “an objective we are in dire need for”. 

Former Minister Ziad Baroud presented an intervention entitled “Obstacles within 
the electoral law preventing Lebanon from crossing to the State of Law”. Baroud 
objected to the adopted Arabic use of “State of Law” (Dawlat El Quanoun), as a 
translation of the French terminology “Etat de Droit”, saying that he prefers to use 
the expression of “the State of Right” (Dawlat el Haq in Arabic), because unlike 
the law that is subject to humans’ whims, the “Right” is absolute and has specific 
criteria. In reference to the electoral system in force and the obstacles it poses to 



building the State of law, Baroud firstly mentioned article 24 of the Constitution 
that stipulates equal representation of Muslims and Christians, and proportional 
representation of religious communities. Baroud asked whether Lebanon is subject 
to the rule of numbers or to the right of all minorities to be represented, political 
minorities before sectarian minorities. He also mentioned another constitutional 
impediment embodied in article 22 of the Constitution that stipulates the creation 
of a Senate, yet linking its establishment to the first parliamentary elections held on 
the basis of a national law rather than a sectarian one. 

Baroud also spoke about the lack of consistency in electoral legislations, and the 
permanent need for a new law before any election. He considered that this lack of 
consistency necessarily leads to the lack of stability in political life translated by 
the extension of the mandate of the Chamber on the pretext of the need to enact a 
new electoral law. He also mentioned obstacles related to the electoral system in 
terms of expanding representation. Baroud said that the majority system is not bad 
in itself since the one constituency system is adopted in many democracies around 
the world, as it is the case for the one man one vote system. The issue that the 
majority system creates in Lebanon is due to the electoral lists that make it a 
plurinominal voting system (where candidate must receive a plurality of the total 
vote to win). The latter is still adopted in three countries only and is not 
representative, since it is based on the principle "winner-take-all", which is not 
normal. On the other hand, the proportional system may not be appropriate in 
many democracies around the world, yet in Lebanon such a system seems to be 
consistent with the Lebanese sectarian, political, intellectual and regional diversity, 
and able to ensuring the highest level of electorate participation. Baroud concluded 
by mentioning another obstacle related to the absence of an independent entity to 
supervise the elections and the absence of reforms that must be observed in any 
electoral law tackling a number of issues as gender quota, military voting, pre-
printed ballots among other issues. 

During the discussion, the participants agreed that transiting to the State of Law 
requires the eradication of all forms of sectarianism, the implementation of the law 
– especially the constitution, the promotion of citizenship, and the adoption of a 
modern political parties law. The participants did not consider what is currently 
happening in Lebanon to be general elections but rather by-elections, since the 
results are known beforehand for the majority of the seats and subsequently, the 



elections take place over specific seats only. Stressing that the constitution must 
consider the social fabric, they emphasis the importance of preserving the spirit of 
the National Pact and understanding its underlying philosophy in terms of 
interpreting the concept of participation in its national dimension rather than a 
sectarian one and that it is a participation in building the state and not a merely 
power sharing based on sectarian quota. At the end of the session, they mentioned 
the necessity for any new election law to include a clarification of the rationale 
behind its adoption.  

Under the title “Challenges of the Sectarian System and the Legislations”, the 
second session kicked off with its moderator Ali Ramel introducing the speakers: 
George Corm, Former Minister and Lecturer at Saint Joseph University; Khaled 
Kabbani, Former Minister and former President of the Civil Service Board; and 
former MP Salah Hnein. 

George Corm began his intervention on “the problematic relation between the 
sectarian system and the need for a democratic change” by thanking the organizers 
of the conference for choosing such an important topic. He divided his intervention 
into three parts: A description of the Lebanese democracy crisis, the solutions, and 
the external factors affecting Lebanese different denominations. 

Corm stated that the democratic crisis in Lebanon is due to many factors; some are 
ideological while others are related to the norm adopted in allocating the offices of 
the state. “We tend to forget the circumstances which led to the implementation of 
the Lebanese system. It started with the two Qaim Maqams followed by the 
Mutasarrifate then the National Pact.” Lebanon was established amid a conflict 
between Great Britain and France over their mutual sphere of influence and control 
in the region. This conflict led to the creation of the sectarian system in Lebanon to 
serve the interests of Great Britain and France. Corm even considered the roots of 
the democratic crisis in Lebanon to be ideological since we are all impressed with 
Michel Chiha thoughts: “I believe [Chiha] was a pioneer in presenting the best 
theorization of pluralism in political systems. What we call today post-modernist 
theories enhance Chiha’s theory pertaining to cultural pluralism.” He considered 
that the weakness of Chiha theory resides in exaggerating the so-called cultural 
differences among Lebanese, stating that every denomination has its own 
specificities, which is in reality wrong. He added that religious, denominational, 



and even ethnic diversity are one thing; while cultural and civilizational diversity 
are another. The latter cannot be found among people who speak the same 
language. 

On the other hand, the second challenge we are facing is the sectarian-quota-base 
principle adopted for the state offices’ allocation, which has led to a contradiction 
within the Constitution: How can we be equal before the law if there are positions 
of right to a certain sect and prohibited to other communities?? How can we be 
equal before the law in the absence of a unified Personal Status law? It is also 
worthy to note the 1936 decision of the French high commissioner which instated 
sectarian entities as an intermediary between the citizens and the state. Later on, 
the constitutional amendments of the Taif Agreement set a mechanism to abolish 
political sectarianism, yet, unfortunately it was not applied. And of course, we 
cannot neglect the infamous post-Taif system of allocation based on consensual 
democracy which discarded all standards of a democratic system. 

In the second part (i.e. the solutions), Corm claimed that we became prisoners of 
the rationale that exaggerates the importance of denominations’ role, to the extent 
that we erroneously see cultural differences between the Lebanese and among 
denominations. In Lebanon, we do have religious and denominational diversity, 
but our culture as Lebanese is one; although, there is a popular post-modernist 
theory that links the concept of plurality to a difference among civilizations. He 
continued saying: “To achieve civil peace in Lebanon, we have to face all such 
theories: There are neither different civilizations in Lebanon, nor multiple 
civilizations, as some are claiming!” The higher interest of Lebanon lies in its 
cultural security, and to preserve it, we must carefully select the terms we use in 
our discourse. 

Going back to the theme of the conference, Corm demanded this mentality to be 
changed: “In their demand for a unified personal status law, the secular laypeople 
are actually proposing the addition of a nineteenth denomination; that of the 
secularists. This, in itself, is illogical!” He added that the unified personal status 
law must apply to everyone, not only those who follow the so-called nineteenth 
denomination. And anyone who would like to follow the rules of his/her religion or 
denomination is free to do so. 



Corm concluded by saying that he will not tackle the third part due to lack of time. 
He closed saying: “If we restore ethical conduct in political life, we can 
constructively propose alternatives such as having the critical offices in the state 
allocated according to a rotation basis among different denominations.” This might 
solve many problems while preserving equality between Muslims and Christians in 
general. 

Moderator Rammal gave the floor to Minister Kabbani who spoke of the 
problematic relation between the sectarian system and public administration. 
Kabbani began his intervention by saying that the Lebanese Constitution is the life 
charter that governs political and social life in Lebanon and the live expression of 
the lived reality. It also reflects the Lebanese social structure which is based on 
sectarian diversity and grants all denominations a constitutional and political 
existence. 

Kabbani added that all the pacts upon which the modern state of Lebanon was 
established – The 1926 Lebanese Constitution, the 1943 National Pact, and the 
1990 Taif Agreement – considered political sectarianism as a temporary system of 
power sharing and governance. They all insisted on its cancellation for the purpose 
of preserving supreme national interests. He confirmed that the philosophy behind 
these charters adopting the sectarian formula was to guarantee equality among the 
different religious communities and prevent one group from monopolizing power.  

Referring to the influence of the sectarian political system on the Public 
Administration, thus, on the rise of the State of Law, Kabbani said that the Public 
Administration is flooded by political exploitation of sectarianism and is even used 
in political conflicts. This has weakened it and made it lose its impartiality and role 
in serving citizens by virtue of the laws without any discrimination. The Public 
Administration has become the property of religious communities under the pretext 
of preserving their rights. This, too, has crippled the process of accountability and 
the rule of law. Officials now consider themselves to be the guardians of their 
denominations. To hold them accountable means to hold the whole religious 
community they represent accountable. This has made the role of oversight 
institutions obsolete and prevented Lebanon from becoming a State of Law and 
institutions. 



Furthermore, the sectarian system facilitated the spread of corruption in public 
administrations, coupled with a lack of will to combat it. Corruption has become a 
natural phenomenon and part of the local culture to the extent that corrupt pride 
themselves with such ill-behavior providing them with money, power, influence, 
protection, and, worse still, better social standing. Corruption is a key impediment 
to building the State of Law in Lebanon.  

He concluded by saying that the Public Administration suffers from many other 
problems. These can be summarized into three: The legislative process and misty 
legislative texts governing the Public Administration; lack of qualified human 
resources and lack of incentives and accountability; and, lack of a sound work 
environment in administrations. Kabbani concluded by emphasizing the necessity 
of changing the mindset of officials who have transformed the sectors of public 
administration into cantons, stressing that administrative reform starts with a 
political will to abolish political sectarianism. 

Former MP Salah Hnein’s intervention tackled the problematic relation between 
the sectarian system and the legislative process. He said: “There is no doubt that 
religious beliefs and traditions deserve our utmost respect. Yet, Article 19 of the 
Lebanese Constitution granted religious leader the right to refer to the 
Constitutional Council in all matters of personal status, freedom of belief and 
religious practice, and the freedom of religious teaching.” He called for the 
cancelling of this article since the Lebanese Constitution guarantees all the 
freedoms mentioned above and since public freedoms are a national issue rather 
than a sectarian one. He added that any proposal to abolish political sectarianism 
will be challenged before the Constitutional Council by these leaders. It is strange 
to see that the legislators who paved the way to cancelling political sectarianism set 
an impediment to it, represented in Article 19 of the Constitution. 

As to the sectarian and political exploitation of the legislative process, he shed the 
light on a new phenomenon, that of placing the National Pact vis-à-vis the 
Constitution for the purpose of questioning the legitimacy of the laws. He called it 
a heresy especially that the 1990 Constitution included all what the Lebanese have 
agreed on and brought together the 1926 Constitution, the National Pact, and the 
Taif Agreement. Consequently, these three documents became an integral part of 
the Constitution. He added: “Thus, no one should refuse to implement the 



Constitution arguing that it contradicts the Pact. Quite the opposite: To implement 
the Constitution is to respect the National Pact.” 

For the unspoken part of the National Pact, its first part relates to the reservation of 
the top three offices in the state for representatives from certain religious 
communities. This part is still agreed upon and implemented. As for the second 
part, which is known as “no to the West, no to the East”, it refuses any form of 
submission to neighboring or Western countries, as a joint commitment to establish 
a non-aligned state and to preserve supreme national interests, achieve peace, and 
build a state.  

Consequently, he stressed that the National Pact does not mention the participation 
of religious communities in constitutional institutions as a condition for their 
legitimacy. So, if a certain group refuses to attend the council of ministers or the 
parliament’s sessions, they have no right to cite the Pact in order to challenge the 
legitimacy of either. Quorum is met according to requirements set by the 
Constitution and not by whether all denominations are represented. He considered 
that the problem does not lie in the democratic parliamentary system which is 
based on confessional balance, respect of plurality, and competence. It is in those 
who have misused the system, transforming it into a quota system. 

During the discussion, the participants stressed that plurality in Lebanon must be 
an enriching factor rather than a threatening one. Hence the importance of rejecting 
sub-affiliations while pretending unity. They also considered the sectarian system 
to have proven its failure repeatedly, leaving Lebanon an easy prey to 
superpowers. They insisted on putting end to the false claim that there is a 
civilizational schism among the Lebanese. 

The third session, entitled Geopolitical Challenges hindering the State of Law, was 
moderated by the Dean of the Faculty of Information, Georges Sadaka. He 
introduced the three speakers: Former Minister Rachid Derbas, MP and Lecturer 
at the Lebanese University Ali Fayad, and Professor Sami Aoun from Sherbrooke 
University in Canada. 

Former Minister Derbas began his intervention by objecting to the title of the 
conference, for it denies the existence of a state in Lebanon, which is not true! He 
believes that the issue to be raised is how to implement the laws in a State of Law 



and consequently whether the Lebanese components can reach a unified vision on 
foreign policy. After presenting a historical overview of the relations of several 
Lebanese parties with foreign entities (starting with Hiram I of Tyre, Fakhreddine 
II, and Bachir Shehab the Great), Derbas considered that these examples "have 
casted a shadow on our modern state, especially since the events of 1958, to the 
defeat of 1967 and until [the outbreak of civil war in] April 13, 1975”. Therefore, 
the answer to the question set to debate is negative, since internal conflicts and 
quarrels have dominated the political life in Lebanon since its inception as a state 
in the early 20th Century (and even before), with the encounters between Qaysis 
and Yemenis, Druze and Maronites, as well as the differences among several 
antithetical ideologies such as that pledging for the country independence and 
sovereignty, and those pro-Ottomanism and Arabism.  

He further added that the question raised by the conference (on whether national 
sovereignty can be achieved in the presence of external projects for the region or 
through aligning with one or more of these), is closely linked to another question 
on whether the Lebanese can have shared vision of national interests. Only when 
they can, agreeing on one foreign policy to protect Lebanon’s interest will be a 
given. It is a simple equation: Can Lebanese different political parties agree on 
electricity, solid waste, oil investment, financial policy, Syrian refugees, 
combatting terrorism, or the importance of the Lebanese diaspora? The answer is 
no. Then, how can they agree on one foreign policy? 

He concluded by saying that Greater Lebanon is a genius formula that we need to 
hold to more firmly now than ever. 

Moderator Sadaka then gave the floor to Sami Aoun whose intervention was 
entitled “Impact of Lebanese parties’ connections to the regional players’ 
ambitions and their expansionist plans on the establishment of the State of Law.” 
Aoun said that he will tackle the signs of the crisis engulfing democracies in 
general, and western democracies in particular, and how it influences democracy in 
Lebanon especially that Western democracies constitute the vital source of “the 
Lebanese democratic experience.”  

He set the hypotheses that constitute the basis of his intervention: First, 
acknowledging that Lebanese democracy is not imposed by foreign powers and 



that it was neither consensual nor confessional, because Lebanon was established 
on national or civil basis and not on sectarianism. Second, domestic issues cannot 
be isolated from regional or international events. Third, it is not necessary to 
govern the Lebanese diversity with sectarianism. And fourth, a State of Law or a 
State of Right cannot but be a democratic state. 

Aoun clarified that the presence of signs indicating that Western democracies are 
in crisis does not mean that their existence is threatened; instead, it means that they 
are suffering from a disease akin to what Western countries had experienced in the 
1930s and 1940s with the emergence of Nazism. Today, Western democracy has 
lost its appeal after violations of the law, corruption, and the use of non-democratic 
means which promotes authoritarian ideologies. Added to this, the western media 
has lost its credibility. All this impacts the Lebanese democracy.  

On the other hand, the crisis in Western democracies will lead to a geopolitical 
crisis. When the West is witnessing a strategic internal crisis, it will also be subject 
to an external crisis. When Western democracies lose trustworthiness, they will be 
inept to promote their democracy, which negatively impacts Lebanon as well as its 
surroundings. Western democracies have failed to impose their democracy with 
soft hand means, as they have failed to do so with heavy hand means.  

He concluded by saying that Lebanon is severely affected by the nonexistence of 
breeding ground for democratic values in its surroundings, yet it cannot but 
interacting with both the East and the West. Nevertheless, Lebanon is immune; and 
its immunity is inherent. It is impossible for Lebanon to be a religious or 
confessional or sectarian state. It should strive to spread a peaceful civil culture 
that prevents the ambivalence between religion and politics and promotes 
citizenship. We cannot achieve such a goal without democracy, and we cannot 
reach political modernity without being citizens. 

Ali Fayad’s intervention was entitled “The state’s project versus the interests of 
regional states.”  He said that there are three geostrategic dimensions that protect 
Lebanon: The Mediterranean to the West; Palestine to the South; and Syria to the 
East and North. The Mediterranean is a window to the world, to trade, and to 
foreign relations. Israel is the enemy, and Syria has the longest land borders with 
Lebanon and is its economic lifeline. He added that historically, Lebanon has 



always been profoundly affected by the regional trends and balance of power, and 
Syria has played a key role in altering the latter. He continued by saying that 
Lebanon has traditionally been in the heart of three major conflicts putting its 
stability in jeopardy: the Arab-Israeli conflict, the inter-Arab conflicts, and the 
Arab-Western conflict. In addition, other major events left their mark on Lebanon 
such as the Syrian crisis which altered the geostrategic situations of both countries, 
whereby Syria became a source of takfiri threat, and Hezbollah became an 
important player at the regional and international levels due to its intervention in 
Syria. “I believe this is positive for Lebanon,” he said. 

He explained that Hezbollah tried to prevent the division of Syria and protect the 
state, while providing help in carrying out political reform so that all Syrian 
components participate in power. As to Turkey’s regional role, he stated that since 
its chances to join the European Union have dwindled to nil, it has attempted to 
play a more vital role as a regional power. It first adopted the principle of zero 
problems and the use of soft power along with economic superiority. However, the 
advent of the Arab Spring pushed Ankara to reconsider its policy towards the 
Middle East betting that this series of uprisings would allow her to have a grip on 
the Arab World. This new foreign policy proved unsuccessful, and severed ties 
between Turkey and Egypt are a blatant proof.  On the other hand, Turkey’s 
ambitions in Syria received a severe blow with the ascendancy of Kurds and ISIS. 
So, now, it can only hope to prevent Kurds from potentially establishing a state and 
to have a say in drawing the future of the region. Moving on to Saudi Arabia, he 
said it is currently suffering from both economic and ideological challenges, for it 
is no secret that the Kingdom is the source of Salafist extremism. It also suffers 
from security challenges namely the war in Yemen along with its struggle with 
Iran, and is seeking to preserve its leadership over the Sunni world. As to the 
Iranian role, Fayad stated that Iran has a vision in the region that revolves around 
the Palestinian cause, supporting the resistance, crippling American expansion in 
the region, and fighting radical thought and terrorist- Salafist groups. It also strives 
to build a joint Arab-Islamic security space. 

Furthermore, he added that the region is going through an unprecedented period of 
clashes impacting the whole region, the most violent of which is witnessed in 
Syria. The countries mostly suffering from these clashes are those structurally 
vulnerable or enduring civil conflicts. He said: “In my opinion, the Syrian 



withdrawal from Lebanon reordered the Lebanese politics, with domestic concerns 
taking the lead in drawing the country’s foreign policy”. He added: “As a Lebanese 
politician, I don’t remember the Iranians ever imposing on us anything pertaining 
to domestic affairs. On the contrary, the resistance has currently reached a status 
allowing it to influence events outside the borders… In addition, Hezbollah does 
not allow anyone to dictate policies at odds with national interests.” 

He continued saying that the practical question to be asked is how the [Lebanese] 
state should deal with these facts in a way that serves national interests. He stated 
that the different Lebanese parties are the ones that attract external interference. 
The fragility and weakness of the political system and internal conflicts provide a 
fertile environment for foreign interventions. In addition, the unstable and 
irrational sectarian structure of the system is considered a foothold for external 
interventions. 

Finally, he spoke of three things that Lebanon has to achieve: 
1. Israel is an enemy that threatens Lebanon’s security. Lebanon must be 

acquire the capacity to counter this threat. 
2. Lebanon should always maintain friendship and cordial ties with Syria as a 

state regardless of the regime in power. A stable Syria is vital to ensure 
Lebanon’s security, political, and economic stability. Moreover, the solution 
to the Syrian crisis will affect Lebanon whatever its underpinning principles 
are: Will Syria be divided into several states? Will it become a federacy? Or 
will it be a centralized state? 

3. Combatting the Takfiri threat in all its forms. 

He concluded by stressing that we need to build a flexible state as an alternative to 
failing state to pave the way towards a solid and strong state. The region stands 
nowadays at an important crossroads with many looming wicked challenges that 
cannot be tackled by conventional means. 

The following discussion mainly focused on Hezbollah’s role in Syria. A 
participant addressed a question to PM Fayad on the repercussions of the request 
issued by the US representative at the United Nations asking Iran to withdraw its 
militias from Syria. Fayad said that we cannot but move headstrong to achieve a 
political solution in Syria and put an end to the war once and for all while ensuring 



the political participation of all Syrian social components. “As to the American 
pressure exerted to vacate the scene before the opposition and takfiri groups, this is 
a red-line we cannot allow and it will not lead to a solution for the crisis”, he said, 
reasserting that Lebanon’s security is an off-limits arena when it comes to 
Hezbollah. 

While another participant stated that history has proven that when Syria is stable, 
Lebanon is not, and when Syria is not stable, Lebanon is, Fayad underscored that a 
U-turn path is currently impossible for Lebanon; the country is before a historic 
opportunity to contribute to the rebuilding of Syria, stressing that Syria will 
witness the emergence of a new political order that will be in Lebanon’s best 
interest. 

When asked about whether Hezbollah can be flexible itself and allow for some 
space to save whatever can be saved to build the State of Law, Fayad said that as 
much as Hezbollah is strong when it comes to the resistance, as much as it asserts 
flexibility in domestic affairs. 

The conference was concluded with Minister Derbas confirming the principle of a 
flexible state because a weak state can be destroyed and a heavy handed state can 
be broken. Therefore, we must choose flexibility in political engagement based on 
common interests. 

 

  

 


